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Abstract
How neural networks evolve to recognize species-specific communication signals is
unknown. One hypothesis is that novel recognition phenotypes are produced by parameter
variation in a computationally flexible “mother network”. We test this hypothesis in crickets,
where males produce and females recognize mating songs with a species-specific pulse
pattern. Whether the song recognition network in crickets is computationally flexible to
recognize the diversity of pulse patterns and what network properties support and constrain
this flexibility is unknown. Using electrophysiological recordings from the cricket Gryllus
bimaculatus, we built a model of the song recognition network that reproduces the network
dynamics as well as the neuronal and behavioral tuning for that species. An analysis of the
model’s parameter space reveals that the network can produce all recognition phenotypes
known in crickets and even other insects. Biases in phenotypic diversity produced by the
model are consistent with the existing behavioral diversity in crickets, and arise from
computations that likely evolved to increase energy efficiency and robustness of song
recognition. The model’s parameter to phenotype mapping is degenerate – different network
parameters can create similar changes in the phenotype – which is thought to support
evolutionary plasticity. Our study suggest that a computationally flexible mother network
could underlie the diversity of song recognition phenotypes in crickets and we reveal network
properties that constrain and support behavioral diversity.
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Introduction
Behavior is driven by the recognition and evaluation of sensory stimuli. For instance, hunting
requires the detection and tracking of prey; communication requires the recognition of the
sounds, pheromones or visual displays that serve as signals. The diversity of animal
behaviors across taxa betrays the capacity of sensory systems to evolve and adapt to
reliably and specifically recognize a wide variety of signal patterns. Genes that control
evolutionarily divergent behaviors within a species group have been identified (Blankers et
al., 2018; Ding et al., 2016; Xu and Shaw, 2019) and progress has been made in linking
these genetic changes to the neuronal mechanisms underlying pattern recognition. Circuit
evolution is well understood when behaviors are driven by signals recognized through the
response specificity of primary afferent neurons: For instance, by altering the structure of
olfactory receptor proteins (Prieto-Godino et al., 2017; Ramdya and Benton, 2010) or by
changing the synaptic weights of a labelled line input to a pre-motor neuron (Auer et al.,
2020; Prieto-Godino et al., 2017; Seeholzer et al., 2018) a different odorant will trigger a
specific behavioral response. Equivalently, simple behavioral preferences for visual or
acoustic stimuli can be set by the wavelength or frequency tuning of visual or auditory
receptor neurons (Kocher, 2004; Kostarakos et al., 2008; Riabinina et al., 2011; Wyttenbach
et al., 1996).
However, many behaviors are driven by complex temporal and spatial stimulus patterns,
whose recognition is based on the comparison of neural activity across time and space. For
these behaviors, linking genetic changes to the underlying neural computation is challenging
since it requires a mapping from circuit parameters to recognition phenotype. One prominent
behavior involving the recognition of complex temporal patterns is acoustic communication.
Many animals – monkeys, mice, bats, birds, frogs, crickets, grasshoppers, katydids, fruit flies
– produce species-specific songs to attract and woo conspecifics of the other sex (Baker et
al., 2019; Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 2011; Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2014; Neunuebel et al.,
2015). The structure of song as well as the behavioral preference for it can evolve rapidly
during speciation events (Blankers et al., 2015; Mendelson and Shaw, 2005), giving rise to
the large diversity of species-specific songs. While genes linked to song pattern generation
have been identified (Ding et al., 2016; 2019; Turner et al., 2013; Xu and Shaw, 2019), it is
unclear how song pattern recognition adapts to drive speciation. During the evolution of
acoustic communication, song recognition networks must be selective and modifiable to
adapt to changing signal patterns (Wagner, 2008). The ability of artificial neural networks to
generate different recognition phenotypes has been investigated using abstract modelling
approaches in invertebrates and vertebrates (Clemens and Hennig, 2013; Hennig et al.,
2014; Ryan et al., 2001). However, it is crucial to extend these analyses to specific biological
networks (Destexhe and Marder, 2004; Gutierrez et al., 2013), since implementation details
determine the range of phenotypes an abstract algorithm can produce.
We here examine the computational capacity of a song recognition network in crickets. The
diverse song preferences have been extensively mapped in multiple species (e.g. (Bailey et
al., 2017; Cros and Hedwig, 2014; Gray et al., 2016; Hennig, 2003; 2009; Hennig et al.,
2016; Rothbart and Hennig, 2012a; 2012b)) and the song recognition network for one
particular species is known (Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2012; Schöneich et al., 2015). The
computation performed by this system – the evaluation of a repetitive pulse pattern – is a
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common denominator of many communication systems from insects to fish and frogs (Baker
et al., 2019; Carlson and Gallant, 2013; Gerhardt and Huber, 2002). Moreover, circuits
analyzing temporal patterns of amplitude modulations are likely building blocks for
recognizing the more complex acoustic communication signals found in vertebrates like
songbirds or mammals (Aubie et al., 2012; Coffey et al., 2019; Comins and Gentner, 2014;
Gentner, 2008; Neunuebel et al., 2015). Insights from crickets are therefore relevant for
studies of the evolution of communication systems in general.
Cricket song consists of a sinusoidal carrier frequency, modulated in amplitude with temporal
structure on short (<100ms) and long (>100ms) timescales (Fig. 1A). On the short timescale,
the song consists of trains of sound pulses with a species-specific pulse duration and pulse
pause. On the long timescale, pulse trains are either continuous (trills) or interrupted at
regular intervals by a longer chirp pause. The pulse pattern on the short timescale – and the
female preference for it – is compactly described in a two-dimensional parameter space
spanned by pulse duration and pause (Fig. 1B, C). Analysis of the female preference of more
than 20 cricket species revealed three principal types of preference, defined by selectivity for
specific features of the pulse pattern (Fig. 1B): pulse duration, pulse period (duration plus
pause), and pulse duty cycle (duration divided by period, corresponds to signal energy)
(Hennig et al., 2014). A fourth type of selectivity – for pulse pause – has not been reported in
crickets and is only known from katydids (Schul, 1998).
The neuronal circuit that computes the behavioral preference for the pulse pattern has been
revealed in the cricket Gryllus bimaculatus (Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2012; Schöneich et al.,
2015). In this species, the selectivity for a narrow range of pulse periods is created in a
network of 5 neurons and 6 synaptic connections by combining a delay-line with a
coincidence-detector (Fig. 1D). The ascending auditory neuron 1 (AN1) is tuned to the carrier
frequency of the male calling song and provides the input to a small, four-cell network in the
cricket brain. Driven by AN1, the local neuron 2 (LN2) inhibits the non-spiking neuron LN5,
which functions as delay-line and produces a post-inhibitory rebound driven by the end of
each sound pulse. The coincidence-detector neuron LN3 receives direct excitatory input from
AN1 and a delayed excitatory input driven by the rebound of LN5; it fires strongly only if both
inputs coincide. Lastly, the feature detector neuron LN4 integrates excitatory input from LN3
and inhibitory input from LN2, which sharpens its selectivity. LN4’s selectivity for pulse
patterns matches the phonotactic behavior of females (Fig. 1E).
We here asked whether the implementation of the song recognition mechanism in G.
bimaculatus (Fig. 1 D) has the capacity to produce the full diversity of recognition phenotypes
known from crickets and other insects (Fig. 1B), and what specific circuit properties support
and constrain this capacity. Based on electrophysiological recordings (Kostarakos and
Hedwig, 2012; Schöneich et al., 2015) we fitted a computational model that reproduces the
response dynamics and the tuning of the neurons in the song recognition network. By
exploring the network properties over a wide range of parameters, we show that the network
of G. bimaculatus can be modified to produce all types of preference functions known from
crickets (and other insect species). The phenotypic diversity produced by the network is
consistent with the diversity of recognition phenotypes in crickets and is shaped by
computations that reduce responses – adaptation or inhibition.
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Figure 1: Song structure and song preference in crickets, and the song recognition network of Gryllus
bimaculatus.
A Parameters of the temporal pattern of cricket song. Short sound pulses are interleaved by pulse pauses. The
pulse period is given by the sum of pulse duration and pulse pause. The pulse duty cycle corresponds to signal
energy and is given by the ratio between pulse duration and period. In many species, pulses are grouped in
chirps and interleaved by a chirp pause, while other species produce continuous pulse trains, called trills.
B The behavioral tuning for pulse patterns can be characterized using response fields, which mark the set of
behaviorally preferred pulse parameters in a two-dimensional diagram spanned by pulse duration and pause
duration. Four principal response types are defined based on tolerance (black lines) and selectivity (double
headed arrows) for stimulus parameters, leading to specific orientations of the response field (see left inset): For
instance, period tuning (purple) is defined by selectivity for pulse period and tolerance for pulse duty cycle, giving
an orientation of the response field of -45°. Duration tuning (lilac), duty cycle (cyan), and pause tuning (green) are
defined correspondingly (from (Clemens and Hennig, 2013; Hennig et al., 2014)).
C Example stimulus series illustrating the stimulus features each response type in B is selective for. Vertical black
lines mark the pulse train feature that is constant for each row. For duty cycle (cyan), the ratio between pulse
duration and period is constant.
D Song recognition network in the brain of G. bimaculatus. The network consists of 5 neurons, each with a
specific computational role, which are connected in a feed-forward manner using excitation (pointed arrowheads)
and inhibition (round arrowheads). The excitatory ascending neuron 1 (AN1) relays information from auditory
receptors in the prothorax to the brain. The inhibitory local neuron 2 (LN2) inverts the sign of AN1 responses. LN2
inhibits the non-spiking LN5 neuron, which produces a post-inhibitory rebound. LN3 acts as a coincidence
detector for excitatory input from AN1 and LN5. Input delays are tuned such that LN3 is maximally driven by the
conspecific pulse train with a pulse period of 30-40ms. LN4 integrates excitatory input from LN3 and inhibitory
input from LN2 to further sharpen the output of the network
E Tuning for pulse period in LN4 (purple) matches the phonotaxis behavior (gray) of G. bimaculatus females
(D, E adapted from (Schöneich et al., 2015)).
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Results
A computational model of the song recognition network in G. bimaculatus.
We tested whether the delay-line and coincidence-detector network of the cricket G.
bimaculatus (Fig. 1D) can be modified to produce the known diversity of preference functions
for cricket calling songs (Fig. B). We fitted a computational model based on intracellularly
recorded responses of the network’s neurons for pulse trains, but we did not aim for a
biophysical implementation of the neurons, since their ion channels and conductances are
not known. Instead, we reproduced the responses of individual neurons using a
phenomenological modelling approach using four elementary computations (Fig. 2A): 1.
linear filtering, 2. sigmoidal or rectifying nonlinearities, 3. adaptation, and 4. linear
transmission with a delay. The computational steps – for instance, whether a neuron had an
integrating or a differentiating filter (Fig. S1) – were selected such that each neuron’s
response dynamics could be reproduced (Fig. 2A, S2, Table 1). The model parameters were
then numerically optimized to fit each neuron’s response dynamics and tuning (Fig. 2B-H).
Neurophysiological data used for fitting were the time-varying firing rate for the spiking
neurons LN2, LN3, and LN4, and the membrane voltage for the non-spiking LN5 neuron, all
in response to periodical pulse trains with different pulse durations and pauses (Kostarakos
and Hedwig, 2012; Schöneich et al., 2015). A detailed description of the model parameters,
of the data used for fitting, and of the fitting procedure are given in Methods, Fig. S1, S2, and
Table 1.
The model faithfully reproduces the neural responses.
The fitted model closely reproduced the responses of the network neurons to stimuli from the
electrophysiological data set (Fig. 2B-H). To quantify model performance, we assessed the
match in the dynamics and in the tuning between the neuronal and the model responses.
First, we computed the squared correlation coefficient (r2) between the recorded and the
modelled responses at different timescales (Fig. 2G). At short timescales, the measure is
sensitive to precise response timing whereas at longer timescales it reflects the match in the
response magnitude. R2 is high across all timescales for the model neurons (indexed with
“M”) LN2M, LN3M, and LN5M, which respond in the biological network with multiple spikes or
sustained membrane voltage deflections to a pulse. By contrast, LN4 produces only few and
irregularly timed spikes during a pulse, and therefore r2 is highest for timescales exceeding
the duration of a typical pulse (15 ms). Second, we calculated the match between the tuning
curves derived from the data and the model (Fig. 2H). The model excellently reproduced the
tuning curves of LN2M, LN3M and LN4M. Performance is somewhat lower for LN5M since the
model produced overly strong rebound responses for patterns with long pulse periods and
pauses (Fig. 2B, D). In the data, the rebound amplitude is also highly variable across
individuals even though the tuning of responses downstream of LN5 – in LN3 and LN4 – is
not (Fig. 2B-D). This indicates that the network is robust to small changes in rebound
amplitude and that it primarily relies on rebound timing, which is well reproduced in our
model (Fig. 2E-G). This is confirmed by the excellent reproduction of the response dynamics
and tuning for the downstream neurons LN3M and LN4M.
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Figure 2: A computational model reproduces the tuning and dynamics of the song recognition network.
A The model of the song recognition network (Fig. 1D) combines 4 elementary computations: linear filtering
(yellow), static nonlinearities (blue), adaptation (red), and synaptic transmission (black lines, pointed arrowheads:
excitatory inputs, round arrowheads: inhibitory inputs). Multiple inputs to a cell are summed (green). Pictograms
inside of each box depict the shapes of the filters and of the nonlinearities. Y scales are omitted for clarity. See
Fig. S1, S2, and methods for details.
B, C, D Tuning for period (B), duty cycle (C), and pause (D) in the data (red, each line is a trial-averaged
recording from one individual) and in the model (black) for the four neurons in the dataset. Thicker red lines depict
the recording used for fitting. Stimulus schematics are shown on top of each plot. Tuning is given by the firing rate
(LN2-4) or integral rebound voltage (LN5) for each chirp and was normalized to peak at 1.0 across the whole set
of tuning curves shown in B-D. A duration tuning curve is not shown since it is not contained in the
electrophysiological data. See Fig. 3 for duration tuning generated by the model. Number of individual recordings
is 4/3/6/4 for LN2/5/3/4.
E Firing rate (Hz) or membrane voltage (mV) traces from the recording used for fitting (red) and from the model
(black). Stimuli (top) are pulse trains with different pulse periods.
F Firing rate (Hz) or membrane voltage (mV) traces for LN2 (shaded area) and LN5 (line) in the recording used
for fitting (top, red) and in the model (bottom, black) for short (18 ms), intermediate (34 ms), and long (58 ms)
periods. The model reproduces the response timing of LN5 and LN2: responses overlap for short and
intermediate but not for long periods.
G Goodness of fit for the response dynamics of all neurons at different time scales, quantified as the r2 between
the traces in the data and the model. Fits for LN2M and LN5M are good across all timescales. The fits for LN3M
and in particular for LN4M increase with timescale (>10ms) due to the sparse and variable spiking of these
neurons (see E).
H Goodness of fit for the tuning curves, quantified as one minus the mean absolute error between the normalized
tuning curves from the data and the model (compare black lines and thick red lines in B, C, D). Performance is
high for all neurons. The weaker match for LN5M stems from larger model responses for stimuli with long periods
or pauses (see B, D).
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To further assess the model’s performance, we examined each model neuron’s responses
over a wide range of pulse and pause durations that covered the range of song parameters
found in most cricket species (Weissman and Gray, 2019). There exist no
electrophysiological data for such a wide range of stimuli but the behavioral data from G.
bimaculatus indicate that the neural responses should change smoothly with the song
parameters (Grobe et al., 2012; Hennig et al., 2014; Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2012). The
responses of all neurons in the model – presented as two-dimensional response fields which
depict the response rate for each duration-pause combination in the set of test stimuli – are
consistent with this expectation (Fig. 3A). Discontinuities in the responses with a stimulus
parameter stem from the discrete nature of the stimulus, because the number of pulses per
train changes with pulse duration and pause (Fig. S3A, B). The response fields illustrate the
gradual transformation of tuning in the network: LN2M at the beginning of the network
responds best to stimuli with large duty cycles, i.e., stimuli with long pulse durations and
short pauses. Following the network from LN5M over LN3M to LN4M, the responses to large
duty-cycle stimuli attenuate and the pulse period tuning becomes more and more prominent,
with LN4M ultimately being selective for a narrow range of pulse periods.
In summary, our model reproduces the characteristic response features of each neuron in
the biological network. Using this model of the song recognition mechanism in G.
bimaculatus we can now test whether the network has the capacity to produce the behavioral
preferences of other cricket species and identify the parameters that determine the network’s
preference.
The network can be tuned to produce all known song preferences of crickets.
To determine the diversity of behavioral preferences the network can produce, we examined
the response fields of different model variants obtained by altering all model parameters – for
instance, the weight and delay of inputs or the amplitude or duration of filters. Each model
variant was generated by randomly picking values for each of 41 parameters from an interval
around the parameter values of the fit to G. bimaculatus (see Methods for details and Table 1
in Methods). Biophysical parameters of a neuron type can vary tenfold even within a species
(Goaillard et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 2007) and we therefore chose an interval of 1/10 to 10
times the values from G. bimaculatus. Initial experiments with a wider range (1/100 to 100
fold) yielded qualitatively similar results but a large fraction of untuned or unresponsive
models. Delay parameters were randomly picked from an interval between 1 and 21 ms.
Delay parameters correspond to the delay added to a neuron’s inputs (Fig. S1F) and were
optimized during fitting to match the timing of the responses of the neuron’s outputs. They
therefore account not only for axonal transduction and synaptic transmission delays but also
for delays arising from low-pass filtering or integration of inputs to the spiking threshold
(Creutzig et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2019), justifying the extending range of values. The
preference properties of the network models with randomized parameter sets were
characterized using response fields, which are given as the response rate of the network’s
output neuron LN4M to pulse trains with all combinations of pulse durations and pauses
between 1 and 80 ms (Fig. 4A). We generated 1.58 million model variants, 90% of these
were responsive and selective and used for all further analyses.
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Figure 3: Model responses to novel pulse train stimuli.
Responses of the model neurons for stimuli with different combinations of pulse and pause durations (1-40 ms,
1600 stimuli per response field, color code corresponds to response magnitude). Each response field depicts the
firing rate (for LN2M-4M) or the voltage of the rebound (for LN5M) of model neurons. Pulse trains had a fixed
duration of 140 ms and were interleaved by a pause of 200 ms, mimicking the chirp structure of G. bimaculatus
calling song. Anti-diagonal step-like patterns in the response fields arise from changes in the number of pulses
per train (Fig. S3A, B). Although the data set used for fitting did not include stimuli with long pulse durations, the
model predicts the weak response known from the behavior for these stimuli (horizontal dashed line). Solid black
lines indicate stimuli with 15 ms pulse duration (vertical), 30 ms pulse period (anti-diagonal), or 0.5 pulse duty
cycle (diagonal). Dots in the leftmost panel mark the stimuli used for fitting.
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As a first step towards characterizing the types of tuning the network can produce, we
assessed the preferred pulse duration and pause of each of the ~1.4 million selective model
variants (Fig. 4A). We find that preferences cover the full range of pulse and pause
combinations tested (Fig. 4B). However, the model variants do not cover the preference
space uniformly but are biased to prefer patterns with short pulse durations, short periods,
and low duty cycles (<0.5) (Fig. 4C). Thus, the network can flexibly produce a wide variety of
recognition phenotypes, but intrinsic constraints bias the preferences towards specific
stimulus patterns.
The preferred pulse duration and pause only incompletely describe a network’s recognition
phenotype. Behavioral analyses in crickets and other insects (Deutsch et al., 2019; Hennig et
al., 2014; Schul, 1998) have identified four principal types of tuning (Fig. 1B), which are
defined by the orientation of the response field in the two-dimensional parameter space
spanned by pulse duration and pause (Fig. 4A). Typically, response fields are well
approximated by ellipses, with the elongated major axis defining stimulus parameters the
network is most tolerant for, and the shorter minor axis defining parameters the network is
most selective for. Specifically, duration tuning is defined as selectivity for pulse duration and
tolerance for pause (Fig. 1C, lilac). This corresponds to the response field’s major axis being
parallel to the pause axis (defined as an orientation θ of 0º, see inset in Fig. 4D). By contrast,
pause tuning (Fig. 1C, green) corresponds to an orientation θ of 90º, with the response
field’s major axis extending parallel to the pulse duration axis. Pulse period and duty cycle
tuning correspond to response fields with diagonal and anti-diagonal orientations,
respectively. Period tuning (Fig. 1C, purple) is given by an anti-diagonal orientation (θ=-45º),
indicating selectivity for pulse period and tolerance for duty cycle. Last, duty-cycle tuning
(Fig. 1C, cyan) is given by diagonal alignment (θ=45º) and selectivity for duty cycle but
tolerance for period. Models were classified as belonging to any of the four principal types
based on two criteria: The orientation of the major (tolerant) axis of their response fields had
to be within ±5º of that of the principal types (Fig. 4D) and they had to be narrowly tuned
along the minor axis (see Methods for details). Note that our results do not depend critically
on the specific choice of inclusion criteria. For instance, removing the narrowness criterion
produced qualitatively similar results.
When examining the orientation and selectivity for each response field, we find that the
network can produce response fields with any orientation in the stimulus space – including
the orientations corresponding to the four principal types (Fig. 4D). However, the different
preference types did not occur with the same frequency: Most network variants produced
pulse duration tuning (84%), period and duty cycle tuning were less frequent (9 and 5%,
respectively), and pause tuning was rare (2%). Response profiles from each principal type
cover the full range of preferred durations and pauses indicating that specific types of tuning
can be created everywhere in the tested parameter space (Fig. 4E). The rarity of pause
tuning is consistent with the bias to prefer short pulse durations observed above (Fig. 4C),
since pause tuning requires response fields that extend parallel to the duration axis.
Our analysis of different model variants based on a delay-line and coincidence-detector,
defined by the same set of elementary computations in each model neuron but different sets
of parameters, reveals that this song recognition network can produce all known preference
10
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Figure 4: The network generates the diversity of response profiles known from crickets and other insects.
A Response field generated from a model variant with randomized parameters. Response magnitude coded in
color (see color bar). Tuning was characterized in terms of the preferred pulse and pause durations (red dot) and
as tolerant (blue) or selective (purple) directions in the stimulus field. This example is period tuned (purple contour
marks the 75% response level) and the set of preferred stimuli is oriented at -45° (see inset in D for a definition of
the angles), corresponding to selectivity for period (purple) and tolerance for duty cycle (cyan).
B Distribution of preferred pulse and pause parameters for all model variants generated from randomized
parameter combinations (color coded, see color bar). Anti-diagonal patterns arise from the discrete nature of
pulse trains (Fig. S3A, B). Models that prefer pauses of 0 ms correspond to models that prefer constant tones.
Enrichment of models that prefer the maximally tested pause of 80 ms indicates that the network can generate
preference for longer pauses than we had tested. Preferences cover the stimulus field.
C Distribution of preferred pulse parameters (left to right: pulse period, duration, duty cycle and pause). Grey
histograms correspond to the distributions expected from uniform sampling of stimulus space – deviations from
this distribution indicate response biases. The network is biased to produce preferences for short pulse periods
and durations, low duty cycles, and long pauses. The peaks in the histograms arise from the discrete nature of
pulse trains (Fig. S3A, B) or from boundary effects (see B).
D Distribution of the orientation of the response fields (see A) for all model variants (log scale). The grey
histogram shows the distribution for all models. Colored bars show to the subset of models that correspond to the
four principal response types (1B) based on our criteria (see Methods). The network can produce response fields
at all angles, including the four principal types of tuning for period, duration, duty cycle, and pause. Response
fields with small angles around 0°, corresponding duration tuning, occur most often.
E Examples of tuning profiles for pulse period, duration, duty cycle, and pause. Profiles for all tuning types cover
the examined stimulus space.
F To identify model parameters useful for controlling network tuning, we modified each individual model
parameter between 1/100 and 100-fold and calculated the change in the response field. The sensitivity score
quantifies how much changing a parameter’s value changes the response field. Examples shown are the
parameters with the highest (LN5M postsynaptic filter duration, black) and lowest non-zero sensitivity (LN5M
rebound filter excitatory decay, grey) (see H).
G Average sensitivity scores by neuron. LN5M has the highest score, it most strongly shapes network tuning,
consistent with the rebound and coincidence detection being the core computational motif of the network.
H Model parameters ranked by sensitivity score. Parameters that induce no or only a single step-like change in
the response field were excluded. Color indicates cell type (same as in G). Parameters of LN5M (bright orange)
and LN3M (dark orange) rank highest, demonstrating the importance of the rebound and coincidence detection for
shaping model tuning. The model schematic (inset) highlights the most important types of parameters.
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types over the range of stimulus parameters relevant for crickets. This phenotypic flexibility
suggests that the network may form the basis for the diversity of song recognition
phenotypes. We therefore sought to identify model parameters that support that diversity,
i.e., parameters that change the preference for pulse period or that switch the preference
from one type to another. We also looked for parameters that constrain the diversity, e.g.
parameters that induce a bias towards low duty cycles (Fig. 4B-D).
Post-inhibitory rebound properties and coincidence timing are key parameters that
shape preferences.
To determine key parameters that control the network tuning and to identify the
computational steps that induce the preference bias, we systematically examined the effect
of changing individual model parameters on the response fields. We swept each parameter
individually in 21 log-spaced steps over an interval of 1/100 to 100 fold around the values
from the original fit (Fig. 4F). We then calculated a sensitivity score for each parameter as
the average change in the response field of the network’s output neuron, LN4M, over the
parameter sweep (see Methods). Parameters that when changed produced mostly
unselective or unresponsive models were excluded from subsequent analyses as were
parameters that only induced one or two sudden changes in the response fields. For
instance, parameters that control the firing threshold of AN1 were excluded because they
turn the input to the network on or off – this produces a large, step-like change in the
response field and many unresponsive models. Our sensitivity analysis thereby focuses on
parameters suitable for controlling the network’s tuning, i.e., whose change induces smooth
shifts in the model responses while retaining responsiveness and selectivity.
The topology of the pattern recognition network is defined by five neurons (Fig. 1D). As a first
step, we sought to evaluate the importance of each neuron for controlling the network tuning,
by averaging the sensitivity scores for the parameters of each neuron (Fig. 4G). This
revealed that all five neurons affected tuning and that the network responses were most
sensitive to parameters of the non-spiking neuron LN5M, which generates the delayed postinhibitory rebound. The importance of LN5M is consistent with the idea that the rebound and
coincidence detection form the core computations of the network (Schöneich et al., 2015),
since the dynamics of the rebound response directly influence what stimulus features result
in simultaneous inputs to the coincidence detector neuron LN3M.
To identify important parameters for tuning the network we ranked them by their sensitivity
score (Fig. 4H). In line with the above analysis for each neuron, ten of the eleven top-ranked
parameters directly affect the inputs to LN3M. Among these are the delays and gains for the
connections upstream of LN3M (AN1M→LN3M, LN2M→LN5M, LN5M→LN3M), since they affect
the timing and the amplitude of inputs to LN3M. Another group of important parameters
affects the dynamics and amplitude of the rebound response in LN5M: First, the duration of
the “postsynaptic” filter of LN5M (Fig. S2), which is required to reproduce the adapting and
saturating dynamics of the inputs to LN5M, visible as negative voltage components in
recordings of LN5M (Schöneich et al., 2015). Second, the gain of the inhibitory and the
duration of the excitatory lobe of the rebound filter that produces the post-inhibitory rebound
(Fig. S1E, S2). A modified sensitivity analysis, in which we changed combinations of two
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parameters at a time produced a similar parameter ranking, confirming the robustness of
these results (Fig. S3C).
Our sensitivity analysis revealed key parameters that change the tuning of the network, but
did not address their specific effect, for instance on the preference for specific pulse
durations or periods (Fig. 4E). This is however crucial for understanding which network
parameters need to be modified to produce a specific phenotype, and where the bias for
stimuli with low duty cycles (short pulses and long pauses) arises (Fig. 4B-D). We therefore
examined the specific effects of some of the top-ranked parameters (Fig. 4H) on the tuning of
the network.
Relative timing of inputs to the coincidence detector controls pulse period preference.
Four of the seven most important parameters affect the timing of inputs to the coincidence
detector neuron LN3. Three of these parameters are the delays of the AN1M→LN3M, the
LN2M→LN5M, and the LN5M→LN3M connections. The fourth parameter – the duration of the
filter that shapes input adaptation in LN5M – also affects the input delays to LN3M (Fig. S4).
The delay between the spikes from AN1M and the rebound from LN5M in LN3M strongly
affects network tuning since it determines which pulse train parameters produce coincident
inputs required for driving spikes in LN3M (Fig. 5A). Increasing this delay – for instance by
delaying the rebound from LN5M – increases the preferred pulse periods in LN3M (Fig. 5B).
This delay was hypothesized to be the core parameter that tunes G. bimaculatus to a pulse
period of 30-40 ms (Schöneich et al., 2015) and our sensitivity analysis identifies this
parameter as crucial for shaping the network’s tuning.
Interestingly, changing the rebound delay has differential effects in LN3M and in the output
neuron of the network, LN4M. In LN3M, increasing the rebound delay changes both duration
and pause preference and increases the preferred pulse period without changing the duty
cycle preference (Fig. 5C, D). However, in LN4M, a longer rebound delay only affects pause
preference, but not duration preference and thereby reduces the preferred duty cycle from
0.5 to 0.25 (Fig. 5D, S3D). This reduction of the preferred duty cycle is a correlate of the low
duty cycle bias observed in the network (Fig. 4C). We therefore investigated the origin of this
effect more closely.
LN4M receives excitatory input from LN3M and inhibitory input from LN2M, and applies a
threshold to the summed inputs (see Fig. 2A, S2). To determine which computation in LN4M
reduces the preferred duty cycle, we removed the inhibition from LN2M and the threshold in
LN4M’s output nonlinearity. While the threshold has only minor effects on tuning, removing
the inhibition is sufficient to restore the preference for intermediate duty cycles in LN4M (Fig.
5B-D, blue). This implies that the inhibition from LN2M suppresses the responses to high duty
cycles in LN4M. We find that changes in the strength and in the timing of excitatory inputs
from LN3M to LN4M with duty cycle contribute to this suppression (Fig. 5E, F). First, the
excitatory inputs from LN3M weaken with increasing duty cycle, leading to a relatively
stronger impact of the inhibition from LN2M on the responses of LN4M (Fig. 5F). Second, the
excitatory inputs from LN3M arrive later with increasing duty cycle, resulting in a more
complete overlap with the inhibition from LN2M and therefore to a more effective suppression
of LN4M spiking responses (Fig. 5E, F).
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Figure 5: Input delays and response suppression control period and duty cycle preference.
A Inputs from LN5M and AN1M (orange and green shaded area) to LN3M and output of LN3M (red line) for 3 input
delays from LN5M to LN3M (“rebound delay”, “Δ” in network schematic). The rebound delay is defined as the delay
added to the output of LN5M in the model. The effective delay between the AN1M and LN5M inputs to LN3M
depends on the pulse pattern (black, top, pulse duration 20ms, pause 18ms). An intermediate delay of 11ms
produces the most overlap between the AN1M and LN5M inputs for that stimulus and hence the strongest
responses in LN3M. Vertical black line marks an AN1M response peak, arrows point from the nearest LN5M
response peak.
B Preferred periods for LN3M (red), LN4M in an intact model (purple), and LN4M in a model without inhibition from
LN2M to LN4M (blue) as a function of the rebound delay. The preferred period increases with rebound delay for all
three cases.
C Response fields for LN3M (left), LN4M in an intact network (middle), and for LN4M in a model without inhibition in
LN4M from LN2M (right) (color coded, see color bar). The rebound delay was set to 21 ms, which increases the
preferred period in both LN3M and LN4M to 50 ms (left, compare B). However, increasing the delay also
decreases the preferred duty cycle in LN4M (middle). Removing the inhibition from LN2M in LN4M, abolishes the
change in duty cycle preference (right). Anti-diagonal lines mark the preferred period of 50 ms for each response
field and lines starting at the origin mark the preferred duty cycle.
D Same as B but for the preferred duty cycle. With increasing delay, the preferred duty cycle for LN4M
approaches 0.25 but is stable for LN3M and for LN4M without inhibition (see Fig. S3D).
E Inputs to LN4M (middle, green: inhibition from LN2M, red: excitation from LN3M) and output of LN4M (bottom,
purple) for the intact network in C and for 3 different stimuli with a pulse period of 54ms and increasing duty
cycles (top, black). Excitatory input from LN3M is weaker and overlaps more with the inhibition for high duty cycles
(compare amplitude and latency of response peaks in LN3M), leading to a reduction in LN4M responses with
increasing duty cycle. Y-scales are identical for all three panels and were omitted for clarity.
F Dependence of peak amplitude (top) and peak latency (time from pulse onset to response peak, middle) of
inputs to LN4M (red: excitation from LN3M, green: inhibition from LN2M) on pulse duty cycle for the intact network
in C. Weaker and later excitation suppresses LN4M responses for pulse trains with high duty cycles (bottom,
purple).
G Three sources of suppression in the network: The inhibitory lobe in the filter of AN1M (green), adaptation in
LN3M (red), and inhibition in LN4M from LN2M (purple). Shown are responses of the respective neurons to a pulse
pattern (top black, 20 ms pulse duration and 20 ms pause) when the source of suppression is present (dashed
lines) or absent (solid lines). Removing suppression produces stronger or more sustained responses.
H Response fields (color coded, see color bar) for the network output (LN4M) after removing different sources of
suppression. The presence and absence of different sources of suppression is marked with an ‘+’ and an ‘-’,
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respectively. Removing suppression in the network increases the preferred duty cycle. Lines mark the preferred
pulse duty cycle and black circles indicate the preferred pulse duration and pause.
I Preferred duty cycles for models with different sources of suppression present (+) or absent (-) (see G).
The pulse trains for all simulations in this figure had a duration of 600 ms and were interleaved by chirp pauses of
200ms to ensure that trains contained enough pulses even for long pulse durations and pauses. Rebound delay
set to 21ms in C and E-I to make changes in the duty cycle preference more apparent.
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These results demonstrate that response suppression by inhibition in LN4M becomes more
effective at high duty cycles – longer pauses and shorter pauses – and is one source of the
network’s bias towards low duty cycle preferences (Fig. 4C). We reasoned that other sources
of response suppression, like inhibition or response adaptation elsewhere in the network,
could further contribute to this bias.
Mechanisms of response suppression control duty cycle preference.
Three additional computational steps in the network could contribute to the bias against high
duty cycles (Fig. 5G): First, the broad negative lobe of the filter in AN1M (Fig. 2A, S1, S2)
reduces responses to subsequent pulses in a train (Fig. 5G, green, S1A, B) because its
effect accumulates over multiple pulses. Importantly, this suppression grows with the integral
of the stimulus over the duration of the filter lobe and hence with the pulse duration and duty
cycle. In AN1M, this leads to shorter pulse responses due to thresholding and saturation by
the output nonlinearity (Fig. S1D, S2). Second, the adaptation in LN3M accumulates during
and across pulses and reduces the neuron’s responses (Fig. 5G, red). This effect is again
most prominent for pulse patterns with high duty cycles (long pulses, short pauses), since
adaptation will be strongest during long pulses and recovery prevented during short pauses.
Last, as discussed above, the inhibition from LN2M also suppresses responses in LN4M most
strongly for stimuli with high duty cycle (Fig. 5G, purple).
To examine how the different sources of suppression shape the model’s tuning, we removed
one or more of these computational steps: we set the negative lobe of the AN1M filter to zero,
we removed the adaptation from LN3M, and we removed the inhibition forwarded from LN2M
to LN4M (Fig. 5G). To accentuate the effects of these manipulations, we increased the delay
of the LN5M→LN3M connection, which led to a preference for longer pulse periods (~50 ms)
and for short duty cycles (~0.25) in LN4M when all sources of suppression were present (Fig.
5H, left). Consistent with the prediction that different sources of suppression in the network
reduce responses for stimuli with high duty cycles, the network’s preferred duty cycle tended
to increase when suppression was removed (Fig. 5H, I). Removing one or two sources of
suppression tended to induce more sustained responses during a pulse train (Fig. 5G) and to
increase the preferred duty cycle from ~0.25 to ~0.50 (Fig. 5H, I). Removing all three sources
of suppression abolished period tuning and produced a preference for constant tone stimuli
with a duty cycle of 1.0 (Fig. 5H, right). Different sources of suppression sometimes
interacted in unexpected ways. For instance, removing adaptation in AN1M weakly
decreased rather than increased duty cycle preference, because without adaptation, AN1M
produced stronger responses, which in turn induced stronger adaptation downstream in the
network.
Overall, these results identify mechanisms of response suppression by adaptation and
inhibition as a cause for the network preferring small duty cycles (short pulses and long
pauses). They demonstrate how specific implementation details of a recognition mechanism
constrain phenotypic diversity, but also reveal how different model parameters can be used
to create phenotypic diversity by changing the preferred duty cycle (Fig. 5D, H, I). As a last
step in our analysis, we examined a parameter that switches the preference type from period
to duration tuning via changes in the rebound dynamics.
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Figure 6: Changes in LN5M rebound dynamics induce a switch in response type.
A Increasing the amplitude of the inhibitory lobe of the filter in LN5M that generates the rebound (middle, blue,
“inhibitory lobe”) increases the rebound’s amplitude and duration. By contrast, the gain of the input from LN5M to
LN3M (bottom, red, “input gain”) amplifies the rebound without prolonging it. Pictograms on the right show the
parameters for the original model (black) and for a model with a 10-fold increase in the respective parameter
value (blue and red). Traces show the rebound inputs from LN5M to LN3M for the pulse pattern shown on top
(black traces, 20 ms pulse duration and 20 ms pause). Negative response components are not part of the input to
LN3M but are plotted here for clarity.
B Response field of LN4M for the models with increased inhibitory lobe (top) or input gain (bottom). Response
magnitudes are color coded (see color bar, scaled to span the range of response magnitudes). Amplifying and
prolonging the rebound by increasing the inhibitory lobe (top) produces pause tuning, while only amplifying the
rebound via the input gain retains period tuning (bottom). Vertical lines correspond to the stimuli for which pause
tuning curves are shown in C.
C Pause tuning curves for LN4M at a pulse duration of 20 ms (see lines in B) reveal differential effects of the
parameters on pause tuning. Amplifying and prolonging the rebound by increasing the inhibitory filter lobe (blue)
produces high tolerance for pause duration, in this case high-pass tuning, which is required to obtain duration
tuning. By contrast, only amplifying the rebound via the input gain (red) retains the preference for intermediate
pauses characteristic for period tuning.
The pulse trains had a duration of 600 ms and were interleaved by chirp pauses of 200 ms for all simulations to
ensure that the stimuli in the response fields contained enough pulses even for long pulse durations and pauses.
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Changes in rebound dynamics can switch the preference type by engaging
suppression.
Switches in preference type occur regularly even among closely related cricket species
(Bailey et al., 2017; Hennig, 2003; Hennig et al., 2016), and we therefore looked for a model
parameter that induced such a switch. We found that increasing the gain of the inhibitory
lobe of the rebound filter in LN5M (“inhibitory lobe” in short) (Fig. 6A, blue) switched the
preference from period tuning to duration tuning (Fig. 6B, top), characterized by high
tolerance for pause and high selectivity for duration (Fig. 1B). Increasing the inhibitory lobe
parameter amplifies but also prolongs the rebound (Fig. 6A, blue) and we examined which of
these two changes creates the switch from period to duration tuning. Other model
parameters – like the gain of the input from LN2M to LN5M or from LN5M to LN3M (Fig. 6A, B,
“input gain”, red) or the LN5M output gain – only amplify the rebound and retain period tuning.
This indicates that the amplification of the rebound is insufficient and that the prolongation of
the rebound is necessary to cause the preference switch. In the original model, rebounds are
short because the inhibition of LN5M triggered by LN2M activity always cuts off and
suppresses rebound responses (Fig. 6A, black, see also Fig. 2E, F) and this happens even
when the rebound is amplified (Fig. 6A, red). By contrast, in the model with an increased
inhibitory lobe of the LN5M rebound filter, the rebound persists during the LN2M inhibition (Fig.
6A, blue). The prolonged rebound drives stronger adaptation downstream in LN3M (Fig. S5),
in particular for pulse patterns with short and intermediate pauses, because shorter pauses
prevent recovery from adaptation in LN3M. This response suppression for short and
intermediate pauses abolishes the preference for intermediate pause durations necessary for
period tuning and switches the preference type to duration tuning (Fig. 6C). This last analysis
highlights the dual role of suppression in shaping the recognition phenotype of the network:
Suppression constrains phenotypic diversity by reducing responses to patterns with long duty
cycles (Fig. 4C, D, 5H, I) but it can also create phenotypic diversity by adjusting the
network’s preferred duty cycle (Fig. 5H, I) or by switching the preference type (Fig. 6).
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Discussion
How diversity in intraspecific communications systems is generated through the evolution of
neural networks in the sender and in the receiver is an open question. Here, we asked
whether the song recognition network revealed in G. bimaculatus (Schöneich et al., 2015)
has the potential to generate the diversity of song recognition phenotypes known from
crickets. In particular, we tested whether the delay-line and coincidence-detector network in
G. bimaculatus can be considered a “mother network” for recognizing the song in different
cricket species (Fig. 1) (Hennig et al., 2014). A model of the neuronal network reproduced
the neuronal and behavioral data using simple, elementary computations like linear filtering,
thresholding, saturation, and delays (Fig. 2, 3). Examining the model’s responses over a
wide range of parameter values revealed that the network can generate all types of song
preferences known from crickets and even other insects (Fig. 4A-E). We then identified key
parameters that support and constrain the phenotypic diversity the network can produce,
providing insight into how the network can be tuned to prefer different song parameters, such
as pulse duration, pause, periods, or duty cycles (Fig. 4F-H, 5, 6).

The delay-line and coincidence-detector network can produce the full diversity of preference
types in crickets.
Four principal preference types have been identified for song recognition in crickets and
other insects (Fig. 1B): preference for pulse duration (Deutsch et al., 2019; Gray et al., 2016;
Hennig, 2003), for pulse pause (Schul, 1998), for pulse period (Hennig, 2003; 2009; Rothbart
and Hennig, 2012a; 2012b), and for duty cycle (Hennig et al., 2016). Variants of our network
model produce all four of these preference types for the range of song parameter values
relevant for crickets (Fig. 4A-E). This suggests that a delay-line and coincidence-detector
network could form a common substrate – a “mother network” – for the diversity of song
recognition phenotypes in crickets. Future studies will show whether the network can explain
more complex preference functions known from crickets and other insects. For instance,
preference types that betray resonant cellular or network properties are known from katydids
(Bush and Schul, 2006; Webb et al., 2007) but it remains to be seen whether similar
preference types exist in crickets. Several species of crickets produce complex songs that
are composed of multiple types of pulse trains and it is unclear whether the current network
can reproduce the known behavioral preference for such complex songs (Bailey et al., 2017;
Cros and Hedwig, 2014; Hennig and Weber, 1997). In addition, we have not yet explored the
network’s ability to reproduce the behavioral selectivity for parameters on the longer
timescale of chirps or trills (Fig. 1A) (Blankers et al., 2016; Hennig et al., 2016).
How to tune a cricket song detector?
Our sensitivity analysis of the model identified three classes of parameters that define the
model’s tuning (Fig. 4H). First, parameters that control the relative timing of inputs to the
coincidence detector LN3M set the network’s preferred pulse period. These include input
delays in all upstream neurons (Fig. 5A, B) but also passive and active membrane properties
that delay the rebound responses in LN5M (Fig. S4). Second, parameters that lead to a
stronger and more sustained rebound in LN5M can shift the preference from pulse period to
pulse duration tuning (Fig. 6). Lastly, sources of response suppression, like inhibition or
adaptation, reduce responses to long pulses and high duty cycles (Fig. 5G-I). These three
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classes of parameters account for changes within and transitions across the principal types
of song preference in crickets. The model thus provides testable hypotheses for how
response properties in the neuronal network may have evolved to compute the preference
functions of different species. For instance, species that prefer either shorter or longer pulse
periods than G. bimaculatus like Teleogryllus leo (Rothbart and Hennig, 2012a), G. locorojo
(Rothbart and Hennig, 2012b), G. firmus (Gray et al., 2016), or T. oceanicus (Hennig, 2003)
could differ in the delays of inputs to LN3 (Fig. 5B). Duty-cycle tuned species like G.
lineaticeps or G15 (Hennig et al., 2016) may exhibit weaker suppression throughout the
network, for instance reduced adaptation in LN3 (Fig. 5G-I). Lastly, species with duration
tuning such as T. commodus (Hennig, 2003) or G13 (Gray et al., 2016) could exhibit longer
and stronger rebound responses in LN5 (Fig. 6).
The three computations that define model tuning – response suppression, post-inhibitory
rebounds, and coincidence detection – occur across species and modalities. Delay lines are
prominent in binaural spatial processing (Schnupp and Carr, 2009) but have also been
implicated in visual motion detection (Borst and Helmstaedter, 2015) or pulse duration
selectivity in vertebrate auditory systems (Aubie et al., 2012; Buonomano, 2000).
Suppression is known to act as a high-pass filter for pulse repetition rates (Baker and
Carlson, 2014; Benda and Herz, 2003; Fortune and Rose, 2001) that in our case biases the
network towards responding to rapidly changing patterns, like those with short pulses (Fig.
4C). Finally post-inhibitory rebounds have been implicated in temporal processing in different
species like honeybees (Ai et al., 2018), fish (Large and Crawford, 2002), or mammals (Felix
et al., 2011; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2018). The computations found to control the song
preference in G. bimaculatus could therefore also govern pattern recognition in other
acoustically communicating species.
We here only focused on modifications based on the magnitude of parameters,
corresponding for instance to the expression levels of neurotransmitters or ion channels.
Neuronal networks however, can also evolve to produce novel phenotypes by changing their
topology, through a recruitment of novel neurons, a gain or loss of synapses, or switches in
synapse valence from excitatory to inhibitory as has been show in motor networks in C.
elegans (Hong et al., 2019) and snails (Katz, 2011). In addition, we have not considered
neuromodulators, which can rapidly alter network tuning (Bargmann, 2012; Marder, 2012;
Marder et al., 2014), and which play a functional role in the phonotactic response (Poulet and
Hedwig, 2005).
Implementation details reveal specific constraints
Previous studies revealed that Gabor filters can produce the full diversity of song preference
functions found in insects (Clemens and Hennig, 2013; Clemens and Ronacher, 2013;
Hennig et al., 2014). However, the computation giving rise to Gabor filters can be
implemented with multiple mechanisms, each subject to specific constraints. For instance,
the period tuning found in G. bimaculatus can be produced by the now known delay-line and
coincidence-detection mechanism (Schöneich et al., 2015), but also by the interplay between
precisely timed excitation and inhibition (Aubie et al., 2012; Rau et al., 2015), by cell-intrinsic
properties like resonant conductances (Azevedo and Wilson, 2017; Rau et al., 2015), or by a
combination of synaptic depression and facilitation (Fortune and Rose, 2001). By considering
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the implementation of the pattern recognition algorithm in a particular species, we revealed a
bias in the diversity of phenotypes that this specific implementation can produce: Several
sources of suppression induce a bias towards preference for low duty cycle stimuli (Fig. 4BD, 5G-I). This highlights the importance of studying nervous system function and evolution
beyond the computational level, at the level of algorithms and implementations (Marr, 1982).
Functional tradeoffs limit behavioral diversity
The low duty cycle bias present in the recognition mechanism of G. bimaculatus has several
implications for the evolution of song preference in crickets and elsewhere: Perceptual
biases that have evolved in contexts like food or predator detection, are known to shape
sexual selection (Guilford and Dawkins, 1993; Hofstede et al., 2015; Phelps and Ryan, 1998;
Ryan and Cummings, 2013). In the case of song recognition in crickets, suppression
(adaptation, inhibition, onset accentuation, Fig. 5G) reduces neuronal responses to longlasting tones and likely evolved to save metabolic energy (Niven, 2016) or to make song
recognition more robust to changes in overall song intensity (Benda and Hennig, 2008;
Hildebrandt et al., 2011; Schöneich et al., 2015). As a side effect, adaptation now biases the
song recognition mechanism towards preferring pulse trains with low duty cycles (Fig. 5H-I),
which is consistent with the apparent absence of pause tuning in crickets (Hennig et al.,
2014). Interestingly, pause tuning is known from katydids (Schul, 1998), suggesting that their
song recognition system is not subject to the low duty-cycle bias. Katydids may have avoided
the low bias either by using a delay-line and coincidence-detection network like that found in
G. bimaculatus but with weaker suppression (Fig. 5G-I) or by using a different network
design, that is subject to different constraints (Bush and Schul, 2005). Thus, computations
that increase energy efficiency and robustness can constrain the phenotypic diversity of a
whole species group.
From evolutionary pattern to process
How can a diversity of neural networks evolve to recognize the diversity of species-specific
communication signals? Our modelling study of the song recognition network in the cricket
brain provides first evidence that the underlying neuronal network is computationally flexible:
by adapting physiological parameters it can produce all preference types described in
crickets (Fig. 4B-E). The computational flexibility of the recognition mechanism may explain
the species richness as well as the speed of evolution in a particular taxon like crickets
(Alexander, 1962; Blankers et al., 2015; Desutter-Grandcolas, 2003; Oh and Shaw, 2013;
Otte, 1992). However, computational flexibility also needs evolvability – the ability to
generate specific phenotypes during evolution (Blankers et al., 2015). The “mechanistic
degeneracy” of computation in biological neural networks – the fact that specific network
outputs can be obtained by tuning disparate parameters – is thought to be a prerequisite for
evolvability ((Wagner, 2011), see also (Hasson et al., 2020; Leonardo, 2005)). The
degeneracy concept has been demonstrated extensively for motor networks (Gutierrez et al.,
2013; Prinz et al., 2004), and here we also found evidence of degeneracy in the cricket song
recognition network. For instance, the preferred pulse period (Fig. 5A, B, S4) or the pulse
duty cycle (Fig 5G-I) can be set by multiple parameters. Future studies will employ novel
computational methods for characterizing the high-dimensional parameter space (Bittner et
al., 2019; Gonçalves et al., 2019) of our model to reveal possible evolutionary paths through
the network’s parameter space. Our computational analyses need to be refined and
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complemented by further electrophysiological experiments in G. bimaculatus, but crucially
also in other species, to reveal the precise biophysical mechanisms that tune the network
and to ultimately link changes in gene expression, e.g. of specific ion channels, to changes in
network tuning.
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Methods
Electrophysiological data
The data used for fitting the model come from intracellular recordings with sharp
microelectrodes of LN2-5 and are published in (Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2012) and
(Schöneich et al., 2015). They include (1) 12 stimuli with a pulse duty cycle of ~0.5 and
periods ranging from 22 to 86 ms (Fig. 2B), (2) 10 stimuli with a pulse period of 36 ms and
duty cycles ranging between 0.06 and 0.94 (Fig. 2C), and (3) 12 stimuli with a pulse duration
of 16 ms and pauses varying between 6 and 90 ms (Fig. 2D). During the electrophysiology
experiments, each pulse train was presented interleaved by a chirp pause of 206 ms.
Quantification of tuning in the recordings and the model responses
In the recordings, spikes were detected using custom routines that found peaks in the
voltage traces robust to changes in baseline. The accuracy of spike detection was checked
by visual inspection of the voltage traces. From the spike times, average firing rates were
calculated by dividing the number of spikes produced during each chirp (pulse train and chirp
pause) by the chirp period (Fig. 2B-D). For the non-spiking LN5, the response corresponds to
the voltage of the rebound responses. Accordingly, voltage rates were obtained by first
calculating a baseline voltage as the average voltage in the 25 ms preceding a given pulse
train, and then integrating the super-threshold components of the voltage. This integral
voltage was then divided by the chirp period to get a voltage rate. Note that the tuning curves
for LN5 are not very accurate because the baseline voltage fluctuated considerably during
recordings of LN5.
For the model, tuning curves and responses fields were calculated as for the recordings – by
integrating the firing rate outputs of the spiking neurons in the model or the rebound voltage
for the non-spiking LN5 and dividing the resulting values by the chirp period.
Model inputs and simulation
We built a rate-based, phenomenological model of the song recognition network in Gryllus
bimaculatus. Sound inputs were presented as the time-varying amplitude of pulse trains with
the specified pulse and chirp structure. Model responses were simulated with a temporal
resolution of 1kHz and tested as if pulse trains and chirp pauses were repeated endlessly.
Elementary computations
The model was built from four elementary computations, which are derived from neuronal
processing. In the following, we will first define the elementary computations and then
describe how they were combined to model each neuron in the network. Neurons in the
model are referred to with a subscript “M”.
Filtering
Filtering was implemented via the convolution operation: y(t) = ∫τ h(τ)x(t-τ), where x(t) and y(t)
are the stimulus and response at time t, respectively, and τ is a temporal delay. The filter h(τ)
was constructed from Gaussian and exponential functions. A Gaussian filter was defined as
hg = exp(-(τ-N/2)2/(4σ2)) with duration N, where 0 ≤ τ ≤ N, and width α such that σ = (N –
1)/(2α). Exponential filter functions were defined as he = exp(-τ/γ)/γ, with duration N, where
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0≤τ≤N, and a time constant γ. Gaussian (Fig. S1A) and exponential filters are low-pass or
integrating filters. They smooth the stimulus (Fig. S1B) and mainly differ in the temporal
delay they add to responses – an exponential filter introduces no delays since it peaks at
zero delay τ=0, while a Gaussian filter induces a delay since it peaks at τ=N/2. Band-pass
filters were implemented as bi-phasic filters by either differentiating a Gaussian filter Δ(h(τ))
= h(τ)-h(τ-1) (Fig. S1A) or by combining two Gaussian and/or exponential filters to form the
positive and negative filter lobes. Differentiating filters respond most strongly to changes in
the stimulus, for instance to the onsets or offsets of pulses (Fig. S1B). Note that most filters
have a width or decay parameter (α or γ, respectively) and a duration parameter N. The
width or decay parameters correspond to the standard deviation or decay constant of the
Gaussian or exponential filters, respectively. The duration parameter is the duration over
which the filter is defined and sets an upper bound on the width. If the duration is shorter
than the width, than the resulting filter will be truncated. The duration parameter was
initialized to be sufficiently long and was typically fixed during model fitting.
Nonlinearities
Nonlinearities transform inputs to implement thresholding or saturation. The model employs
two types of nonlinearities: A rectifying nonlinearity thresholds the input x at the threshold
value x0 and scales it with a gain β: y=γβ if x>x0, y=0 otherwise (Fig. S1C). In many cases,
the threshold parameter was used to constrain signals to be purely positive or negative and it
was therefore often fixed to 0. A sigmoidal nonlinearity combines a soft threshold with
saturation: y = y0+ymax/(1+e(-ax - b)) with gain a, shift b and minimal and maximal output y0 and
ymax, respectively (Fig. S1D).
Neuronal connections
Neuronal connections transmit neural activity linearly with delay Δ and gain β: y(t) = βx(t-Δt).
Multiple inputs to a neuron are added. The gain β is negative for inhibitory and positive for
excitatory synapses and controls the input strength. The delay parameter Δ corresponds to
the delay that needs to be added to the input of a neuron to reproduce the timing of the
output of that neuron. It includes axonal conduction or synaptic transmission delays but also
other delay mechanisms, like low-pass filtering of the membrane voltage at the pre- and
post-synapse (Creutzig et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2019) or latencies arising from integration of
inputs to the spiking threshold or from spike generation.
Adaptation
Adaptation in AN1M and LN2M is implemented using differentiating filters (Fig. S1A, B). Such
filters produce adaptation via their broad negative lobe, which suppresses subsequent
responses. For LN3M, adaptation effects were better captured using divisive normalization.
The input to LN3M is low-pass filtered using an exponential filter to generate an adaptation
signal xada which divides the input: y = x/(x0+w*xada). X0 and w control the strength of
adaptation while the width of the exponential filter controls the timescale of adaptation.
Model neurons
The elementary computations described above were combined to reproduce the response of
each neuron in the network – the firing rate patterns in the case of spiking neurons and the
pattern of the rebound responses in the non-spiking LN5M (Fig. 2E). All filters and
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nonlinearities are plotted in Fig. 2A and all parameters names and values are listed in Table
1 and graphically defined in Fig. S1 and S2.
AN1M (relay) and LN2M (inhibition)
The input neurons of the network are AN1M and LN2M which faithfully copy the pulse
structure and adapt weakly (Fig. 2E). These response properties were reproduced using a
differentiating linear filter (Fig. S1): The filter’s narrow and strong positive lobe captures the
fast and faithful stimulus responses, while the broad negative lobe captures the delayed
suppressive effect of past stimulus epochs. AN1M’s filter was generated by concatenating
two Gaussians as the excitatory and inhibitory lobes. In LN2M, an exponential function was
used as the inhibitory lobe instead. AN1M has a sigmoidal nonlinearity which saturates
response to longer pulses. LN2M has a rectifying nonlinearity which restricts outputs to be
positives. For simplicity and since AN1 and LN2 produce similar responses, we used the
output of LN2M in lieu of AN1M responses for all neurons postsynaptic to AN1M.
LN5M (post-inhibitory rebound)
LN5 is a non-spiking neuron. It receives inhibitory input coupled to the spike activity of LN2
and generates a rebound depolarization when the inhibition terminates (Fig. 2E). The
inhibitory input from LN2 over a pulse saturates in LN5, which is modelled using a
differentiating input filter followed by a rectifying nonlinearity that restricts the inputs to be
negative. The rebound is then produced using a differentiating filter with a narrow positive
lobe, which further low-pass filters the inhibitory input, and a broad negative lobe, which
generates the broad positive voltage deflections at the offset of negative voltage deviations.
See Fig. S1E for an illustration of the principle by which the rebound is produced in the
model. The filter was generated by concatenating two exponential filters as inhibitory and
excitatory lobes.
LN3 (coincidence detection)
LN3 responds strongly when two excitatory synaptic inputs arrive at the same time: a shortlatency input from AN1 and a delayed input from LN5. For simplicity in the model we use the
output from LN2M, which largely copies the activity of AN1M. In the neurophysiological data,
the input from AN1 alone is often sufficient to drive spiking (e.g. to the first pulse of a train),
suggesting that LN3 does not require two coincident inputs to spike. We therefore define
LN3M as a linear adder (with a threshold) that receives stronger input from AN1M than from
LN5M. From LN5M only the rebound was taken as the input to LN3M, which was separated
from the negative components of the LN5M responses using a rectifying nonlinearity (Fig.
S1C). The sum of the two inputs is thresholded using a rectifying nonlinearity before being
passed into the adaptation stage with divisive normalization. The adaptation after summation
reduces LN3M firing over a pulse train, and a final rectifying nonlinearity ensures positive
firing rates, by cutting of all negative responses that can occur in the model, for instance due
to filtering (Fig. S1B).
LN4 (feature detection)
Finally, LN4M linearly combines excitatory input from LN3M and inhibitory input from LN2M,
which sharpens its tuning for pulse patterns as compared to LN3M. A rectifying nonlinearity
restricts the output firing rate to be positive.
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Model fitting
Model parameters were optimized in two phases. First, the model parameters and structure
were initialized by hand. This initialization established which computational steps were
necessary to reproduce the key response features of the neurons in the network – their
response dynamics and tuning – and determined initial parameter values.
In the second phase, we used a Genetic Algorithm to tune the network parameters to
optimally fit the data, see Clemens et al., (2014). To simplify fitting, we exploited the
feedforward topology of the network: Instead of fitting all parameters simultaneously, we
adopted a stepwise procedure, in which the model neurons were fitted in order of their
position in the network. We started with fitting the parameters of the first two neurons in the
network (AN1M and LN2M) to reproduce the firing rate traces of LN2M. The responses of
AN1M itself were not directly fitted since we did not have electrophysiological data for this
thoracic neuron. However, we ensured that the responses of AN1M – which are fairly similar
to those of LN2 – were consistent with the literature (Kostarakos and Hedwig, 2012; Wohlers
and Huber, 1982). In the second step, we held the parameters of AN1M and LN2M constant
and fitted parameters of LN5M. We fitted the temporal dynamics of the rebound response but
not the inhibitory component, since the precise magnitude and dynamics of inhibitory
components were highly variable across recordings and since the rebound constitutes the
effective output of LN5. We then fitted the parameters of LN3M and finally of LN4M, again
holding those of the upstream neurons constant. For these last two neurons, firing was very
sparse and irregularly timed across trials, which complicated fitting. We therefore used
information from the firing rate dynamics and from the tuning curves for optimizing the
parameters of LN3M and LN4M, by using mixed error functions: MSEtraces+w*MAEtuning where
MSEtraces is the mean square error between the predicted and actual traces, MAEtuning is the
mean absolute error between the predicted and the actual tuning curves, and w was set to
0.1 for LN3M and to 1.0 for the even sparser activity of LN4M. For the other neurons in the
network (LN2M, LN3M, LN5M), only MSEtraces was used (equivalent to w=0).
The initial parameters for fitting at each step were drawn from an exponential distribution
ranging between 0.1 and 10 around the hand-fitted parameters. The exponential distribution
was chosen to have an even number of parameters above and below the hand-fitted values,
i.e. a uniform distribution after log scaling. While the fitting algorithm is stochastic by nature, it
repeatedly found similar optimal parameter sets on independent initializations (not shown).
The model had a total of 51 parameters. Of these, 17 parameters (marked by “*” in Table 1)
were fixed to the initialized values during fitting to facilitate convergence. For instance, a
presynaptic neuron’s output and synaptic gain have identical effects on a given postsynaptic
neuron and therefore only one of these parameters needs to be optimized. Or the duration
parameter of an exponential filter sets an upper bound for the timescale of that filter, which in
turn is given by the filter’s time constant. In that case, the duration was set to a sufficiently
high value and fixed. Lastly, some of the thresholds were fixed to zero since there sole role
was to fix firing rate outputs of the neurons to be positive.
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Evaluation of model performance
After the fitting procedure, the model performance was evaluated based on the tuning curves
and the response traces. The fit for the tuning curves was given by one minus the mean
absolute error between the normalized tuning curves from the data and the model (Fig. 2H).
Tuning curves of the data and the model were normalized to peak at 1.0. This performance
measure does not take into differences in the overall scale of responses, and is 1.0 for a
perfect match between the tuning curves and approaches 0.0 with increasing mismatch. The
fit for the response traces was given by the squared correlation coefficient (r2). The r2 was
calculated for different timescales (Fig. 2G) by low-pass filtering both the prediction and the
response with rectangular windows with durations ranging between 1 ms and 25 ms before
computing the r2. At short timescales, this measure is sensitive to fine details in the firing rate
dynamics arising from precise spike timing, while at longer timescales, the measure reflects
the match in coarser features of the firing dynamics, e.g. the spike counts per pulse.
Generation of model variants for the analysis of the parameter space
To determine the range of preference types the network can produce (Fig. 4A-E), we
generated models with random parameter sets taken from a range around that obtained from
the fit to Gryllus bimaculatus. For that, we chose 41 of the 51 model parameters. The ten
parameters fixed for this analysis (marked by “+” in Table 1) had also been fixed for fitting
(see above), but we allowed more of the parameters of AN1’s filter and output nonlinearity to
change. All 41 parameters except the synaptic delay parameters were taken from a
hypercube spanning the range between 1/10 and 10-fold around the original parameter set,
spaced logarithmically such that the fraction of random parameter values below and above
the original value was similar. Delay parameters in the model (see Table 1) were allowed to
range uniformly between 1 and 21 ms, irrespective of the original parameter value. These
parameters correspond to the delay added to the inputs to a neuron required to produce the
desired timing of the output of that neuron and include axonal conduction and synaptic
transmission delays, delays induced by low-pass filtering at the pre- and postsynapse, and
delays from the integration of inputs to the spiking threshold and from spike generation. To
ensure uniform sampling from the 41-dimensional parameter space, we used a quasirandom sampling scheme based on the Sobol set. We used the sobolset function in Matlab
with the following parameters: skip 1e3, leap 1e2, scramble ’MatousekAffineOwen’. Using
this approach, we generated 1.58 million different model variants. Of these 90% (1.42 million
models) were responsive and selective, that is, they responded to at least one pulse train
pattern and did not produce the same response for all patterns tested. Initial tests with
extended parameter ranges yielded qualitatively similar results in terms of the phenotypic
variability but produced >50% unresponsive or unselective models.
Sensitivity analysis
For the sensitivity analysis (Fig. 4F-H, S3C) we changed either single parameters or
systematically varied pairs of parameters on a grid. We used the same set of 41 parameters
as in the analysis of the parameter space above (see Table 1). Single parameter sweeps
were generated as 21 logarithmically spaced values between 1/100 to 100-fold around the
original value, except for delay parameters, which were generated as 21 values ranging
between 1 and 41 ms. While these parameter ranges may appear rather large, in particular
for the input delay parameters, they are chosen to facilitate the detection of key parameters
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controlling the network’s tuning. Their specific and meaningful effects on the model tuning
were confirmed and further analyzed within the more restricted parameter range also chosen
for the analysis of the network’s phenotypic flexibility above.
For each model we calculated the response fields for pulse durations and pauses between 1
and 80 ms (2 ms spacing, 1600 stimuli per response field), with a pulse train duration of 600
ms and a chirp pause of 200 ms. To quantify the model’s sensitivity to changes in each
parameter, we first calculated the correlation distance (1 – Pearson’s correlation coefficient)
between the response fields from the original model and each modified model in the
parameter sweep (Fig. 4F). By using the correlation coefficient, our sensitivity analysis is
robust to trivial changes in the response field like scaling or the addition of a constant to all
responses. The average correlation distance over a parameter sweep is then taken as a
measure of how much changing a parameter affects the model output.
For some parameters, models produced constant output (e.g. all zeros) over most of the
parameter sweep with only one or two step-like changes in the response fields, leading to
artificially high sensitivity values. We found that we could reliably exclude such parameters
by calculating the median difference in the correlation distance between consecutive
parameter values over the parameter sweep and requiring this quantity to be larger than
0.005. This also excluded parameters whose change produced largely untuned models over
the sweep. We ensured that none of our results crucially depended on these criteria. For
instance, even without the above constraint, the parameters of LN5M and LN3M were still
among the top-ranked.
For the sensitivity analysis over parameter pairs (Fig. S3C), value grids were generated
using the same value ranges as for single parameters for each parameter in the pair,
resulting in 21x21=441 model variants for each of the 210 unique, unordered parameter
pairs.
Identification of preference types
Response fields were assigned to one of the four principal types in Fig. 1B based on two
inclusion criteria: First, the angle of the main axis had to fall within ±5° of that of the
prototypical angle (-45° for period, 0° for duration, 45° for duty cycle, 90° for pause). Second,
the response field had to be sufficiently selective for the designated stimulus parameter and
tolerant for the orthogonal stimulus parameter. For instance, a response field was
determined to be pause tuned if the angle was ~90±5°, and if it was selective for pause and
tolerant for duration. We ensured the validity of these criteria through visual inspection of
many response fields (see examples in Fig. 4E).
For the first inclusion criterion, the orientation angle was calculated by fitting a line to the
“ridge” of the response field, the set of pause and duration values that elicited maximal
responses. We first identified well responded stimuli as those with response values
exceeding 50% of the maximal response value for that field. To make the fits more robust,
we determined whether the set of well-responded stimuli extended more along the pause or
the duration axis and selected pause and duration values for the fit as follows: If the
response field was most extended along the pause axis, then we identified the preferred
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duration at each pause value for which the response field was above the 50% threshold. For
a response field extended more along the duration axis we identified the preferred pause at
each duration value exceeding the 50% threshold. We then fitted a line to the resulting set of
duration and pause values and took the inverse tangent of that line’s slope as the orientation
angle.
For the second inclusion criterion, selectivity and tolerance were calculated from tuning
curves extracted from transects crossing the response field’s preferred duration and pause
and cutting along the duration, pause, period and duty cycle directions. A Q-value was
defined as the fraction of tuning curve values > 0.75 of the tuning curve’s maximum value. A
response field was only assigned to one of the four types if it’s Q-value was >0.5 for the
parameter defining that type’s (high Q = high sensitivity) and <0.5 for the parameter
corresponding to the orthogonal direction in stimulus parameter space (low Q = high
tolerance).

Cell
AN1M

LN2M

LN5M

LN3M

LN4M

Component
Filter excitatory lobe
Filter inhibitory lobe
Output nonlinearity
AN1M input
Filter excitatory lobe
Filter inhibitory lobe
Output nonlinearity
LN2M input
Postsynaptic filter
Postsyn. nonlinearity
Rebound filter exc. lobe
Rebound filter inh. lobe
Output nonlinearity
AN1M input
LN5M input
Postsyn. nonlinearity
Adaptation
Output nonlinearity
LN2M input
LN3M input
Output nonlinearity

Parameters
(Gaussian) width σ=0.46ms, duration=10ms*, input delay 7.8 ms*
(Gaussian) width σ=2.19ms, gain γ=0.1, duration N=184ms*
(sigmoidal) slope=1.5*, shift=1.5*, gain=5, baseline=-0.5*
delay=2ms*+, gain=1.0*+
(Gaussian) width σ=0.61, duration N=14ms, gain=0.26
(exponential) decay γ=5.24ms, duration N=1000ms*+
(rectifying) threshold=0*+, gain=1.16
delay=8.7ms, gain=-0.0067
(differentiated Gaussian) duration N=5.0ms, width σ=(N-1)/7*+,
gain of the excitatory lobe 1.1
(rectifying) threshold=0*+, gain=1*+
(exponential) decay 3.3ms, duration N=21ms*, gain=915
(exponential) decay 30ms, duration N=500ms*+, gain=1718
(rectifying) threshold=0*+, gain=0.53
delay=7ms, gain=36
delay=2ms, gain=22
(rectifying) threshold=0.081, gain=0.0129
timescale τ=49ms, strength w=0.24, offset x0=1*+
(rectifying) threshold=2.48, gain=211
delay=1ms, gain=-547
delay=6ms, gain=9.6
(rectifying) threshold 11236, gain=0.0022

Table 1 – Model parameters.
See Fig. S1 and S2 for an illustration and methods for a definition of all parameters. “*” marks
parameters that were fixed during training (Fig. 2). “+” marks parameters that were fixed during
parameter and sensitivity analyses (Fig. 4-6).
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Supplemental figures

Figure S1: Working principle of filters and nonlinearities used as building blocks in the model.
A Shapes of a lowpass or integrating filter (blue) and of a bandpass or differentiating filter (orange). The
integrating filter was generated from a Gaussian and the differentiating filter was obtained by taking the derivative
of the integrating filter and scaling the negative filter lobe by ½. A neuron’s filter depicts the optimal stimulus
pattern for strongly driving that neuron. The output is generated at the right end of the filter (arrow).
B Output of the two filters in A for a single pulse (top). The filtered stimulus (bottom) is generated by sliding the
filter over the stimulus and computing the sum over the point-wise product between the filter shape and the
stimulus. The filtered stimulus is produced at the right end of the filter (arrows). The integrating filter (blue)
smooths the sharp on- and offsets of the pulse. The differentiating filter is a change detector because it responds
strongly to changes in the stimulus (orange): A strong positive response occurs at pulse onset, because only the
positive lobe is “activated” by the stimulus (indicated by the shaded part of the filter on top). A negative response
at pulse offset arises because only the negative filter lobe overlaps with the pulse (shaded part of the filter on top).
An intermediate response is produced during the pulse because the positive lobe is 2x larger than the negative
lobe. A fully symmetrical filter would produce no response for constant stimuli irrespective of the stimulus
amplitude. A differentiating filter produces phasic-tonic response pattern and is therefore useful for reproducing
adapting responses in AN1M, LN2M, or for the inputs in LN5M (see Fig. S2).
C A rectifying nonlinearity (left, green) with a threshold value of 0 cuts off all negative filter outputs.
D A sigmoidal nonlinearity (left, green) cuts off small and compresses large filter outputs. In the example, it
compresses the onset accentuation and cuts off the negative offset response for the differentiating filter (orange).
The responses for the differentiating (orange) and the integrating (blue) filter now mainly differ in their delay, with
the differentiating filter leading the integrating filter, because the peak of the differentiating filter occurs closer to
the time of the response (arrow in A).
E The response (bottom, dashed orange line) of the differentiating filter in A to a negative input (top) equals the
sign-inverted response of that filter to a positive input (B). The positive response at pulse offset (shaded area) is
used to reproduce the post-inhibitory rebound response of the LN5 neuron (see Fig. S2).
F Delayed transmission corresponds to the delay (arrow, solid lines: original input, dashed lines: delayed input)
added to the inputs to a neuron required to reproduce the timing of the output of that neuron in the data.
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Figure S2: Illustration of the model parameters.
The model combines five elementary computations: linear filtering (yellow boxes), static nonlinearities (blue
boxes), adaptation (red boxes), summation (green boxes), and delayed transmission (black lines, pointed
arrowheads: excitatory inputs, round arrowheads: inhibitory inputs). The inhibitory lobe of the AN1M filter is
enlarged in the plot for clarity. See Table 1 in Methods for all parameter values and Fig. S1 for an illustration of
the working principles of the filters, nonlinearities, and delayed transmission.
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Figure S3: Origin of stepwise changes in the response fields, pair-wise sensitivity analysis, and impact of
rebound delays in pulse-pause preference.
A, B Response field of LN5M (A) and number of pulses per train in the underlying stimuli (B) (see color bar for
color coding, color map was scaled to span the range of response values (A) and pulse numbers (B)). Changes in
pulse number are marked by identical anti-diagonal black lines in both panels (only shown for pulse duration and
pauses greater than 20 ms for clarity). Red and yellow dots in the fields in A and B refer to the two pulse train
stimuli shown on the right of B with 3 pulses (red) and 4 pulses (yellow), and the maximal pulse-train duration of
140 ms is shown as a gray shaded area. Steps in the response fields (A, cf. Fig. 3) arise from stepwise changes
in the number of pulses per train (B) due to the fixed pulse train duration.
C Sensitivity scores obtained from changing single parameters and parameter pairs are highly correlated
(r2=0.95) and top-ranked parameters are identical in the single and pair analyses. The sensitivity scores for single
parameters were obtained by quantifying how much the response field of LN4M changes when each of the 41
parameters selected for the analysis is changed individually (Fig. 4F). Sensitivity scores for pairs were obtained
by changing pairs of parameters (see Methods). Open circles indicate parameters with zero sensitivity in the
single parameter analysis and were excluded from the r2 calculation.
D Preferred pulse and pause parameters for LN3M (red), LN4M (purple), and LN4M without inhibition from LN2M
over the range of rebound delays tested in Fig. 5B, D (1-21ms). Arrows point in the direction of increasing delays.
The anti-diagonal line marks the pulse period of 50 ms and the diagonal lines mark the pulse duty cycles (DC) of
0.25 and 0.5. With increasing delay, the preferred duty cycle for LN4M approaches 0.25 but is stable at around
0.45 for LN3M and LN4M without inhibition (compare Fig. 5D).
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Figure S4: Increasing the duration of the postsynaptic filter in LN5M delays rebound responses and
increases the preferred pulse period in LN3M.
A Rebound responses of LN5M (top) and responses of the coincidence detector LN3M (bottom) for models with a
normal (black) and a long (green) postsynaptic filter in LN5M (Fig. S2). The three stimuli (black) have pulse
periods of 12, 16, and 24 ms and duty cycles of ~0.5. Increasing the filter duration delays rebound responses in
LN5M (middle row, arrows) and therefore shifts the pulse period at which LN3M is most strongly driven towards
higher values (bottom row, arrows).
B, C Period tuning of LN3M (B) and of the network output LN4M (C) for LN5M with a normal (5ms, black) and a
long (31ms, green) postsynaptic filter. The differentiating postsynaptic filter (Fig. S2) mediates adaptation and
saturation of the inputs to the rebound filter in LN5M (Fig. S1). Increasing the filter duration increases the preferred
pulse period in LN3M (B) and this effect is further amplified in LN4M (C). Vertical black lines indicate the periods for
the stimuli shown in A.
Response traces (A) and tuning curves (B, C) were normalized to peak at 1.0.
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Figure S5: Sustained rebound responses in LN5M induce stronger adaptation in LN3M for short pauses.
Traces of LN5M→LN3M inputs (middle) and LN3M responses (bottom) for models with 10-fold increased input gain
(red) or inhibitory lobe (blue). The sustained rebound response for pulse trains with short pauses in models with
an increased inhibitory lobe (blue, middle) leads to stronger adaptation in LN3M (blue, bottom). This reduces
responses specifically for pulse patterns with short pauses (bottom, first two panels) and causes the switch from
band-pass to high-pass tuning for pulse pause (Fig. 6). Arrows indicate changes of opposing sign in the input to
LN3M (middle) and the responses of LN3M (bottom). Stimuli (top, black) have pulse durations of 10ms and pauses
of 5, 15, and 35 ms.
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